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INTRODUCTION
The dihedral (co)homology of unital algebra with an involution, symmetry, bisymmetry and Weile has been studied by Looder [1 ] , Krasauskas , Lapin and Solovev [2] , Kolosov [3] and others In the present work we are concerned with Adam's and Steenrod's operators in the dihedral homology.
THE ADAM'S OPERATOR IN THE DIHEDRAL HOMOLOGY
We recall the Adam's operator k in the cyclic homology from [4] and [5] . Let A be a commutative, associative, and unital K-algebra with an involution (. A----, A is an automorphism of degree zero, id, (a + b)" a* + b*, (ab)* b'a*, a, b 6 A), and K is a field with characteristic zero. Let A k A k(1. n) be the k h exterior dimension representation of the Lie algebra g(k) and n is the direct sum of the one dimensional representation (n-argument). Following [6] , the ring R(g(k)) isometric to the ring of polynomial K[A1, A"] . Let R(g[(k))=lR(g(k)). Consider, for an arbitrary representation p ofan algebra g,(k), the following sequence:
Moo(A) =)lm M,,,(A), M,(A) is the (n x n) matrix with coefficients in A. The composition maps (1.1) are denoted by o: where x lira x The morphism S is given by:
where E, is the matrix, whose only non zero elements are the identity element I 6 k. The map is given by:
(x,^^x..) (x,),^^p(x.)., x, e (Zo^^z,) sgn (o)( )"Zo (R) Z<,) (R) (R) Z<,), Z, e ,(), Note that the decreasing (by one) of the elements in the set {0,1, n} met the increasing of elemems (also by one) in the set {n,n-1 ,0}. Suppose that the arguments of the summation in (1 2) correspond to the permutation aI. The permutation gj ofthe set {n, n 1, 0}, where gj(i) al(i) will correspond to the division J I_ U U I, where I, {P;, P } (I {P, P', } P < < P,). . (Z/2, Tot -('e) B(A)).
Consider the Adam's operator properties in the cyclic homology [4] . 
ere z).(), z).().
. STEENROD 
I((oo (R)o) (R) ( (R)) (R) (R) (, (R))) (o (R) (R) (R)o) (R) (0 (R)1 (R) (R)).
Suppose that fo' ,Vn gives the co-commutative co-multiplication in 'An. We show that ,Vn is a 
. Hence the morphism ,,n is a K[E]-module homorphism.
The aiheara ohomology Ezl ('An; (Kn)") ran be alulatea by using the normalized ar construction 3() (see [6] 
we have the following The following lemma can easily be proved by using the ordinary techniques of homological algebra (see IS]). 
where P 0 if < 0, and if q 2j , where e 0 or 1, then '7( q) 1 Now we prove the main second theorem in this work. THEOREM 2.2. Let A be a commutative K-Hopf algebra, where K Z/p, then on the dihedral cohomology group 7-/D (A), we can define the following homomorphisms (Steenrod map 
